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	Scaling MongoDB, 9781449303211 (1449303218), O'Reilly, 2011

	
		This text is for MongoDB users who are interested in sharding. It is a comprehensive look at how to set up and use a cluster.

	
		This is not an introduction to MongoDB; I assume that you understand what a document, collection, and database are, how to read and write data, what an index is, and how and why to set up a replica set.

	
		If you are not familiar with MongoDB, it’s easy to learn. There are a number of books on MongoDB, including MongoDB: The Definitive Guide from this author. You can also check out the online documentation.

	
		Create a MongoDB cluster that will to grow to meet the needs of your application. With this short and concise book, you'll get guidelines for setting up and using clusters to store a large volume of data, and learn how to access the data efficiently. In the process, you'll understand how to make your application work with a distributed database system.

	
		Scaling MongoDB will help you:

		
			Set up a MongoDB cluster through sharding
	
			Work with a cluster to query and update data
	
			Operate, monitor, and backup your cluster
	
			Plan your application to deal with outages


	
		By following the advice in this book, you'll be well on your way to building and running an efficient, predictable distributed system using MongoDB.
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The Effects of Drug Abuse on the Human Nervous System (Neuroscience-Net Reference Books)Academic Press, 2013

	Drug use and abuse continues to thrive in contemporary society worldwide and the instance and damage caused by addiction increases along with availability. The Effects of Drug Abuse on the Human Nervous System presents objective, state-of-the-art information on the impact of drug abuse on the human nervous system, with each chapter...


		

Testing with F#Packt Publishing, 2015

	Deliver high-quality, bug-free applications by testing them with efficient and expressive functional programming


	About This Book

	
		Maximize the productivity of your code using the language features of F#
	
		Leverage tools such as FsUnit, FsCheck, Foq, and TickSpec to run tests both inside and...



		

Multi-Agent Systems for Traffic and Transportation Engineering (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009
Our increasing societal demand for mobility now challenges researchers to devise more efficient traffic and transportation systems.
The Handbook of Research on Multi-Agent Systems for Traffic and Transportation Engineering provides a unique compendium of research covering topics such as transportation system designs, control...





	

Approximation AlgorithmsSpringer, 2004

	Covering the basic techniques used in the latest research work, the author consolidates progress made so far, including some very recent and promising results, and conveys the beauty and excitement of work in the field. He gives clear, lucid explanations of key results and ideas, with intuitive proofs, and provides critical examples and numerous...

		

Getting Started with Microsoft Application Virtualization 4.6Packt Publishing, 2011

	Every organization, no matter what the business involved, to achieve efficiency
	needs efficient people working for them. For a long time now, operating systems
	and applications have represented important tools in the work of these people and
	organizations. And if we are not capable of providing users with the proper tools,
	gaining an...


		

BIRT: A Field Guide (3rd Edition) (Eclipse Series)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Application development tools and technology have come a long way since the late 1970s, when I took my first job out of college in Hewlett-Packard Company’s IT (Information Technology) department. Of course, IT was not the term we used to refer to the discipline back then; our preferred acronym was EDP (Electronic Data Processing).
...
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